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Luis

Meque

is

now

fairly

widely recognised

as one of Zimbabwe's most talented artists.
Looking at the style and content of his recent
work, Barbara Murray finds both a disturbing
vision of contemporary reality
traditional

forms of African

Luis

and a

link with

art

Meque

Zimbabwean darkness

painting

A

A

shadowed world.

A

appear.

place where ragged figures partially

few strokes of paint form a man reading a

newspaper: his head

is

down; no sense of active

interest but

slump of emptiness. Two lovers with arms entwined
dissolve into the overwhelming darkness. A street kid lies on
rather the

the

pavement

wannth and
urban poor

his legs

and arms pulled

protection.

—

This

is life

the world that Luis

in to

on the

Meque

give

all

he has of

streets for the

depicts in his solo

exhibition at Gallery Delta (July 97).

As you move from painting to painting the sense of darkness
is dominant. The figures move slowly if at all through their
heavy surroundings.

few objects. This
Harare with

its

is

world of insubstantial bodies and

a

It is

not the

consumer society of up-town

flashy cars and fashion clothes. Here there

little

sense of purpose, only a bleak continuance. There

sky.

Occasionally

but

in the

background there

is

darkness. Tone and imposition create

is

no

gloom

a lighter

merely the paleness of distance, a further layer

it is

is

in the

some sense of depth

but

these are not paintings of hopeful horizons, open spaces,
positive energetic people in

some

The

control of their lives.

paintings speak of a socially, economically and

psychologically limiting cage of existence.

The

subjects can be roughly divided into three categories: the

city,

emotional stales and the

various characters.

spirit

world. Meque's city has

The Rastus wander

the

gloom of an

indeterminate present and future. Tension and focus are
created by the space between the two heads and the dispersal

of colour. Swift brushstrokes adroitly capture the typical hats

and dreadlocks, the slope of shoulder. Two more ragged
Far Slwlter walk among the horizontal and

(opposite) Luis Meque, After Work, 1997, 142 x 109cm,
mixed media

characters Sfckiiii;

vertical indications of buildings.

Only

the coloured patches of

and clothes separate them from the dark surrounds.
little expectation: perhaps a doorway for the night. A

their hats

(top

left)

Luis IVIeque, Reading, 1997, 110 x 84cm, mixed media

There

man
(top middle) Luis

is

is

bent over, Reading. His body

the white of the

Meque, No Time

to Explain, 1997, 108 x

(above) Luis Meque,

79cm,

newspaper on which the large scribbles are

only indicative of words: no real hope offered here.

Watcher leans, casual but wary, hands

mixed media

mixed media

created by strongly

curve of paint describing posture and volume. All lines lead to

mixed media
(top right) Luis

is

directional strokes in brighter tones on a dark backgound. the

Meque, Rastas, 1997, 108 x 79cm,

l\/lidniglit

Woman,

1997, 79 x 65cm,

The
do but keep an eye

post or building.

city streets are

to

out.

Midnight

Woman

Out of

A

Car

in pockets, against a

empty. There

the darkness

is

nothing

looms the

with red exaggerated lips and predatory

She

eyes.

has got her

at leusl

on

their situation they put

and sonie income

iiuin

Ofv Beys

Further along two

night.

strut their stulT.

their bright shirts

and jaunty

urban cowboys out for a drink and a woman.

move

her hands

no room

is

The

to pass them.

stands planted firmly and complacently with

her solid yellow pockets, obviously well led and

in

well clothed, while the African reaches into his pocket with

hats.

one hand and uncon.sciously protects himself with Ihe

The Strikers

close together forming a barrage against a dull red

background; there

who

Fxpatriale

lor Ihe

Despite

the other.

figures loom,

demands but there are as yet no fists raised in
The threat e.xists but is contained. Their anger is
only just beginning to surface in Zimbabwe. There are also
I'lif Man WilluHil Money. After Wiirk anil He\i^(ir.

stick in

Why? What

he going to give her money?

Is

she

is

doing there?

they have

work of an artist of integrity subject is directly related
Meque's technique employs large rough brush
strokes giving only enough to convey the content but. despite
In the

violence.

to execution.

Ihe lack of detail, there
First

among

with

its

the paintings of emotional states

loneliness and pain. This

which a desperate man

Two

grid of paint.

Who

smudges.

understand

The

she? but

all

expressed by stroke and colour. The eye travels through the
darkness, drawn by colour and line, taking in the

most often on the heads or faces. Appropriate forms and

we need

artist

her volumes created by

flat

colour

evokes the gulf between her and the man.
is

unclear only

But

this

Harare
you.

not only expressionistic. Take a walk along a

is

street

You

if

the third category for this arbitrary division of
in

these paintings

lost culture

and made them

safe.

we

see

modem

bright shoes are

is

a large, vibrant, horizontal

which we are aware of action behind and beyond the
edges. The eye is led by a sweeping arc of black and dark

work

in

verticals to the staring eyes of the central figure.

His face

is

edged, emphasised and disembodied by shadow. The white of
the eyes, the nose

bone and cheek bones are highlighted with
lines. From the head pale strokes on

mask-like concentrated
the surface step

down

a darkened figure with facial features hardly

is

worn can you

his so-called

meaning thoughtless,

"intuitive",

employs

the hat that

clearly register the feet.

Much

reality.

has

artists are

work.

in their

Meque

in fact

a well-chosen style for his content, revealing

integrity of

concept and character.

the result of attentive

It is

perception and continuous working, concentrating on what

necessary and on

how

to express

it

vision.

On

is

the streets the poor

a potent part of

have

Meque's

indi\ iduality

little

and

power. Their hands seem useless and their faces serve

only to reflect their predicament.

eyebrows,

create energy, reinforced by the black slashes and verticals

Meque's work with

evoking movement around the seated figures. Here, for a

mask and

An

lives.

hair, warts,

You do

interesting consideration here

is

traditional African art

the single figure

restructuring of the

not need to see their

wrinkles or fingers to imagine their

human

which employs

the visual link of

—

the art of the

radical

face and body. Traditional African

not concerned with individuality, nor with naturalistic or

energy, the power, the bonding rituals, the sense of belonging

art is

and participation. The Drummers similarly are the centre of
action within their painting. Their faces however are bleak;

anatomically correct rendition of people but rather with the

their feathered headdresses tattered; the
stirring

proud throb; there are no joyful dancers so often

depicted

have

drums give off no

in less

lost their

perceptive contemporary
in the

place

modern

art.

society.

These drummers

Spirit lieliind You.

Seeret Place and Fortime Teller also offer links to the old

ways while the Dreamer with its brightness is
Meque's portrayal of that inextinguishable desire for belter

cultural

times.

Within Ihe three categories are several paintings which depict
further complexities.

The Bike for example

is

a seemingly

open, uncomplicated painting of two people riding one bicycle
but as the

him.

He

artist

is

explains the

compelled

man must

to ride on.

take the

woman

gather to talk, friendship drawing them together,

counterbalanced by
distinction

is

Good

unclear.

Friend.

There

is

with

The Cafe where three men

Had Friend

in

which

the

The Couple and The Lovers

though again the relationships are

set against a threatening

backdrop and never secure as emphasised by paintings such as
Loo.ie

Morals and Midnittht Woman.

Finally there

representation of conceptual archetypes; less with

is

The

literal

description than with symbolic interpretation and social
relevance.

Through these means

traditional African art

expresses the universal rather than the particular;
those factors of

life

deaN w

it

ith

experienced by the society as a whole.

Masks and figures often exist without a background; Ihe
moves in the broadest realm of existence, out of
specific place, time and narrative. The face is the face of
humankind. The figure in its costume represents an aspect of
all people moving in a symbolic space. The music, the
surrounding darkness (much African art formed part o(
figure

pertormances/dance-dramas taking place

community

singing, the audience that

is

at

night

I.

the

the societN itsell.

creates the backgound. Indeed the visual perception of dark

skin probably contributed significanlK to the use anil

ilc\elopment of the mask and costume

is

is

successfully.

That these dissolving faces, hands and feet also convey

little

that cultural past, of the

It is

no intention behind the marks. This

that there is

The dark and lighter grey curve of the arms move
bowl or drum with bright yellow surface
and across to the red. Is it a figure, a cloth' The paint strokes

reminded of

feet.

harks back to the biased notion that African

indicated.

is

coming towards

spontaneous gestural painting

the eye forward to a

while, the audience

figures

using direct observation of

powerlessness and anonymity

the torso, horizontal slashes.

reminiscent of rib bones. The rest of the body dissolves. To
the left

is

been made of
implying

which bound these people together

The Drama

at the

dark skin disappears into the

defines the head, the clothes that indicate the body, and only

Thus Meque

remnants of the

and look closely

will see that

indecipherable, as are dark hands and

on

life

the streets.

Luis Meque's work and

clothes, exhausted bodies,

background. The faces of dark-skinned people are

reality

its

Single and Alone are two further archetypal states of

is

convey ragged

background; the darkness engulfs them.

into Ihe

Using proportion and horizontal bars

lines.

aptly

Separation. Here the roughly

is

sits quietly,

mixed colours

life.

Perhaps the brightest

tell us.

for the separation

world

are looking

dismal surroundings. The shapes flow into one another and

is

remains, seemingly unbridgeable; a fact of their existence.

Spirit

we

huge, blankly staring eyes and the receding

masses and black

The reason

never any doubt that

surroundings hut always returning to focus on the figures and

wiped out by paint

but

is

figures in a particular situation. Their postures are

atmosphere directly express content. The rough strokes and

background

of colour the

all

human

to

painting in this exhibition

drawn woman

in

pages of a book entitled "Fair Margaret"

Margaret? What

is

its

at

Metamholia

in

the experience of failed love and failing

is

face with

figure in Ihe

echoed

The Writer

locked into a horizontal and vertical

is

him. the words

float ne\t to

is

is

art

in traditional

.Mrican

so that the facial features and body v\ere enhanced to

distinguish them from the dark background.

these

same elcmciUs

in his

Meque

uses

work. Faces when they appear

from the darkness are mask-like; clothes are indicatixe

costume

in the narrati\e;

background

is

symbolic, societal.

But lor Meqiie (he coiUeinporary dranu
111

modern

the

the Ufe of poverty

is

We

His actors takes their places.

city.

are the

audience called not only to view but also to participate.

Meque

offering us his undertanding of an aspect of

is

knows only too

he

conihnied

—

The outer and

well.

and the

the look

feel

life that

the inner realities are

of poverty. This

the city

is

of the have-nots; the source of present and future conflict; the

away even though many of us live as if
Meque's paintings record the fact that "people

reahty that will not go
it

not there.

is

arc

Such places

liviiifi tlicrc".

Zimbabwe;

/^

exist all over the world, but

anywhere

these paintings are not

this reality is

— they

else

are in

We

no longer safely distanced.

are

confronted with part of our immediate world.
Luis Meque's people are the legacy of

Zimbabwean

history

and we are both the background for the drama and the

The society living in this part of
was perhaps not an ideal one but one that comfortably

participating audience.

Africa

supported

people with

its

its

culture of extended families and

Colonisation removed their land

self-sufficient agriculture.

Forced

so that self-sufficiency hecaine impossible.

any job. for any wage,
the

imposed

different

in

to take

order to buy food, shelter and pay

taxes, the people tried to adapt to a completely

way of

were unsuited

Their

life.

own knowledge,

and culture

skills

and commercial

to the technical, industrial

Western ethos. The inevitable conllici and

war further

finally

decimated their communities and values.

An

important aspect of Meque's vision

is

the inner reality, the

—

psychological results of such cultural devastation

the loss

of identity, disintegration of accepted roles and customs, lack
of motivation, purposelessness, depression.
captures in his compositions
the situation

—

is

in the

at the heart

of Shona cullure.

yet the

And

within the general despair

is

the \ery private

unhappiness of broken personal relationships. Lacking

esteem and having barely enough

to live one's

supportive relationships are difficult to sustain

own

—

situation; the

need

women

self-

in the

driven to prostitution or manipulation

War and

words "love Maria'. But

the constant

moving

this is not a letter

in

lo find

from Maria.

instead the statement of a painful fact. (Note there
is

obliterated, just as the

by the conditions
Luis

in

Meque escaped

head

is

is

no

It

is

T;

turned away.) Forced

Mozambique of the early 80s,
Zimbabwe and it was some time

war-torn
to

married another man. The lack of a loving relationship

m

is

all

the other degradations of poverty

a pervasive source of depression.

debilitating condition.

by time,

in

and alienation

Melancholia

Nostalgia for a past, even

which they belonged,

in

is

if

a

idealised

which they were

competent, in which they were loved, can be overwhelming.

And then there are the Street Kids who have not even briefly
known such a past. John Clare, the great poet who slept
many lonely, hungry nights in the ditch and ended his days
confined as a social misfit
hut what I

in a

mental asylum, wrote; "7 am,

am none knows nor cares" Meque's

people are

outsiders living on the edges of a culture that has no place for

them.

Luis Meque, The Drummers
1997, 109 x 144cm,

Luis Meque, The Secret Place
1997, 143 x 109cm,

mixed media

before he could return to Maria only to find that she had

amongst

mixed media

(detail),

to survive.

His painting After Work with

its

pathetic

Drummers

1997, 109 x 144cm,

mixed media

men

work inevitably destroy relationships. This is exemplified in
Meque's Tlw Writer, a self-portrait. The lonely figure, his
thin, dark head facing into a perpetual gloom has on the table/
book beside him .some scrawled writing which ends with the

the self

(detail),

(detail),

life,

the

depressed by their powerlessness, their impotence

their

Luis Meque, The

Meque's paintings there is a threatening environment
people seem passively trapped.

In

(from top left going down)
Luis Meque, The Drama (detail),
1997, 110 X 142cm, mixed media

aggressive capitalist system often do not

grasp the importance of goodwill in the Shona approach to
life.

IVafc/ier (detail), 1997,

109 X 83cm, mixed media

he also

central to

the virtues of goodwill, acceptance,

avoidance of conflict which are
People raised

What

an element that

is

(above) Luis Meque, Car

box asking

for "Just Ic" depicts his conviction that society could help.

H;i\iML' hccti

poor and a refugee.

hut tins status has

Detached a

little

Meque

one recompense, the

is

gill

doubly an outsider
of observation.

from the environment, he can look more

—

What confronts him is not a pretty picture
no jolly
communal gatherings in happy villages, no portraits of selfcontained indi\ iduals. He paints what he sees and what he
leels He paints with emotion but is never sentimental; there is
no self-pity, only fact. He examines the qualities of a type of
clearly.

darkness
in

— psychological, metaphorical, environnicntal and.

Zimbabwe's

Luis Meque's work is a
commentary on our society. Thai he
boldly and expressively to communicate

case, racial.

disturbuigly truthful

is

able to use pauit

this

him an important place
Zimbabwe.

vision guarantees
visual culture of

Luis Meque, Street Kids, 1997, 110 x 84, mixed media

(above

left)

(above

right) Luis

Meque, Melancholia, 1997, 86

x

59cm, mixed media

(below) Luis Meque, The Writer. 1997, 108 x 91cm, mixed media

i'if.-rif*-

in

the developing

When

Laura Henderson,

a temporary volunteer
at Gallery Delta,

decided to visit Namibia,
Gallery asked her to
extend our contacts with
various art institutions there

and write about

their art

scene

Namibia
a

new

>^::

The 18-hour minibus drive from Victoria
Falls to Windhoek, through the Caprivi
Strip, was as tedious as the interminable
drone of our driver's soft-rock CD. In
retrospect the monotony of this drive is a

in

Director,

Annaleen Eins, and Curator, Jo Rogge,

whose enthusiasm and dedication is an
inspiration. They have recently completed
plans for a NSI.'i million building expansion

which

allow them to simultaneously

will

800 works

exhibit the

in their

collection, the majority of

presently in storage.

permanent

which

are

At the time of

my

comparatively unscathed by man"s intrusion.

of the final copies of a comprehensive
history of

is

the world's oldest arid

gouged

it

can have as

annum,

their

at

little

as 13

mm

one time huge rivers

way through

the area forming

visit

they were also eagerly awaiting the arrival

The Namib Desert

rainfall per

focus of

Namibian

much

art

which has been

the

of their time and energy for

many months. Besides managing

these

projects they al.so actively maintain an on-

going educational programme, a quarterly

dramatic and deeply carved canyons. The

visual arts magazine. Arterial, plans for the

landscape varies from the monumental red

design of a

and orange dunes

their

in the

south to the plains

and steep-sided isolated mountains
centre.

Krampe, Bushwoman, undated,

was welcomed by

I

Namibia offer some of the most stunning
and unexpectedly diverse scenery in the
world. With a surface area twice that of
Zimbabwe and a total population similar to
that of Harare. Namibia has been

Although now

Fritz

At the National Art Gallery of Namibia

Windhoek

surprise because the other regions of

region, existing for over 80 million years.

55 X 39cm, red chalk

mood

creative

Windhoek,

city, nestles in a

the capital

and

in the

largest

folded landscape of endless

gravelly hills and valleys.

It is

therefore

web

site

with no sense of pressure, they spared

morning

to talk

about the

a

word

that

I

was

of Namibia are based

trying to locate and

in

landscapes;

in the

beauty and awe-inspiring magnitude.

stay; a

buzz word for a nation

artistic identity.

a

work
Culture was

to hear a great deal

my

Yet,

me

artists, the

and the cunent cultural climate.

perhaps inevitable that the fine-art traditions

interpretation of the country's incredible

and the organisation of

forthcoming Biennale exhibition.

expand

its

during

that is

collective

Historically, tollowiiig the paintings

and

besides her position

which Namibia
has some exceptional examples), most
indigenous Namibian art was expressed

etchings of the

bushmen

through lunctional

(of

The

first

white

artists

were explorers whose primary interest was
what they saw and their

to accurately record

now more

art is

\

references than

aluable for

its

its

aesthetic appeal. After the

Some

of

in

foundations of a

voung

old

new coherent
mo\emenl still seems
was taken to the

artists'

who

I

Yob Jonathan,

worked

in oil

expansivity of (he land and sky

spirituality

Namibia.

in

of the scenery

Krampe,

displayed

in contrast,

a very different response to the subject.

was aware of something beyond

He

rugged animal studies are full of the violent
and savage energy of the wild. He also
painted portraits, although none were on
at the

National and

behind the scenes
lines

and outlines

I

had

to see thein.

peep

Strong black

if

creative frustration.

of his

works in outbursts of anger that
emanate from misunderstanding and
discontent. In his own two- and
three-dimensional work he uses

many media,

exploiting images and

symbols of personal significance as
a means of communication. His

sometimes

versatility with

each piece

unflattering, personality. His animals are

displaying a distinct and refreshing

beasts and his people are characters, both

style.

exuding

their distinctive attributes with

unidealised

Jonathan

spirit.

Namibian
painters

(

is

indisputable, the inost

Namibian

recent

194.V1987I. He was the

significantly depart

first artist

incidents.

He confined himself
in

at the

and

filling the

have

is

Hercules Viljoen.
artist

and lecturer

Department of Visual Arts

at

Namibia University. He

to black

and

subject from rural

scenes and wildlife to social, religious and

Surrounding his images,

historical themes.

number of

International

prominent local

and autobiographical

white lino cuts, ranging

a

who

Workshop. Coordinator of

Tulipamwe

to

from the landscape

tradition depicting instead aspects of
traditional life

one of

artists

Tulipamwe

famous

John Muafangejo

artist is

is

benefited from the annual

Although the influence of these and other

spaces between his people or

emphasised the positive effect of

workshop exposure on artistic
In the workshop

development.

environment

who may

artists

come

together

not share a spoken

animals, are geometric designs and patterns,

language but can cominunicale

increasing the decorative nature of his work.

through other media.

His particular trademark, however, was the

as especially significant lor

inclusion of short textual captions containing

Namibians who are comparatnels
isolated from external creative

political

and

technique

is

commentary or
painting's subject. The

.scKial

describing the

original

and

its

He

today.
stalls

The v\ork from this year's Tulipamwe
Workshop will be displayed in a new-

young black

artists

of

The sinaller galleries and roadside
Windhoek are filled with black and
in the style

exhibition space just being completed
university's

of

white graphics

sees this

influences.

has evidently had an enormous influence

especially on the

He

effect

siinultaneously poignant and amusing.

Q

Many

contemporaries have destroyed their

small exhibition reflected his

graphic style give his

in

people tremendous,

to

what ihey know how
and sell and rarely deviate
from it." He also spoke of the
frequent damage caused by
"I'hcY prodiicc

best

the

picturesque beauty of the land and his

show

and

to craftspeople.

alcoholism and uncontrolled

expression render Iheni surprisingly
understated.

stuck with one
to explore

fail

Id iiuikc

and economy of

yet his pale colours

artists get

compared them

His large and spacious paintings portray

something of the

young

He
many of the

fover of the National.

medium and

calligraphic strokes, the light and

a 22 year-

trained there for three years

and had a small exhibition on show
in the

watercolour. convey, with

later in

ilh

has obviously been

reiterated the view that

and

w

the lino cut and experiment

this

centre by

fine-art tradition.

.lentsch's landscapes, initially

now
move

is

artists to

other media.

embryonic.

(

to lav the

young

trying to encourage

successful although a

historical

First World War, however, artists like
Adolph Jentsch (1888-1977) and Fritz
Kranipc 1913-1966) arrived and settled

Namibia and w ere

John Muafangejo Centre, which

awav from

crafts, particularlv

basketry and pottery.

the National (iaileiy.

at

also directs an independent art school, the

of Muafangejo.

Department of Visual

which has also designated one of

its

Departmental head,

lrani,'ois

external

de Nccker.

passionate about the faculty and has

young artists also print from cardboard
has become commonplace. Jo Rogge.

promotion and development of the

it

the

walls to a changing mural project.

And although the work has its appeal, and
the medium is accessible and cheap (many
I.

at

Arts,

is

evidently invested tremendous energy in the

his students

and

stall.

talent

I.ecluivrv in the

of

department are given one morning off per

week

to

develop their

own

Swakopmund and the next
human habitation,
appropriately called Solitaire, is 350km
desert between

indication of

artistic projects.

Sadly and inevitably enough, however, the

demands of administration have
like Viljoen

time to pnrsue their

own

Despite the perils of the dust clogging

long.

left artists

and de Necker fmstratingly

little

your eyes and fashioning your hair into one
impenetrable dreadlock,

creativity.

it is

a journey well

worth undertaking. As you drive across the
Hercules Viljoen's work, although

emphasised

is

the horizon, hills, kopjes

outcrops creep into your visual frame,

He

paved the way

V\\t>-

which

painters and the intluenee of John
is

one of a group of well-

who have

to a broader sphere of artistic

endeavour. The works of

OoV\r\ti i<\~n V\oi

plains, the vastness of

from both the mould of the landscape
Muafangejo.

UA

little

by the unusually conspicuous curvature of

established professional artists

"^U*

had

I

opportunity to see much, breaks well away

artists like

growing from small and peripheral to
immense and overwhelming. It is just one
of Namibia's many stark contrasts: the desert
adjoining the ocean; the desolation

Rogge. Barbara Bohlke. Trudi

supporting such abundant wildlife; the

Dicks, Joseph Madisia and

deeply carved canyons rising to the plains;

Francois de Necker indicate the

the African people with strong

driving force of a

Aiui<^

Jo

and great rocky

new

creative

manifestations of European influence; the

mood. These are the people
who, by building on and away
from previous traditions, are

the paleness of the bleached vegetation.

contributing to the formation of

And

Namibia's post-independence

perhaps also reflected

cultural landscape.

and often

strength of the rock's dark colours against

the harsh divisions of the scenery are

independence

Much

of their work

is

Namibia's harsh

in

Before

di\ ided history.
in

1990 the people's

expression had been continually manipulated

loaded

with socio-political comment,

and suppressed by a succession of

although more symbolicallv

controlling nations.

portrayed than the black and

of

white commentary of

cultural table, attempting to breach the

Muafangejo.

In

Metafore

Ontvreemdingsritueel

—

vir

'n

artists is that

The

current generatii)n

which straddles

between past and present, both
and artistic spheres.

a split

gap

in political

He/Testing by Hercules Viljoen.

on show

National, a

at the

It

horned leopard with a stitched

short time.

straddles a split colonial-style

touri.st

table.

These are

some of

just

was

(below left) Hercules Viljoen, Metafore
vir n Ontvreemdingsritueel
Hervesting (Metaphor for an

—

—

Alienation Ritual
Resettlement),
1987, 150 X 151cm, oil

is

My

necessarily

was

Rogge, Hercules Viljoen and

abstract and crumbling

Franijois de

landscape background

regional links will have been strengthened

and

greatly assisted by

Necker and

The

I

hope

Annaleen

that

our

contributes to an overall sense

by the

of change.

excitement and dynamism of something that

visit.

culture exudes the

young and developing; something

that is

Francois de Necker uses the recurring

fortified

images of cypress

the immediate, striking beauty of the country

trees

and kopjes

in his

by the passions of past conquests,

large and spacious abstracted landscapes.

and the ambitious hopes for the future. As a

His symbols,

neighbouring country

like those in Viljoen's picture,

cypress

is

not an African tree and yet

striking spear-like

form

is

a

common

its

feature

its

contemporary distinctive beauty. De Necker
also creates sculptural landscapes from scrap
materials.

Some

of them he calls Kebab Art

— wood and metal objects spiked onto

metal rods and assembled into murals, the

spaces between the objects playing as
significant a part as the objects themselves.

This interplay of positive and negative

is

where he

also conspicuous in his paintings

frequently increases spatial awareness by

placing prominent features

at the

edges.

Photographs courtesy of National
Gallery of Art (Namibia)

which

Fins, Jo

social division

of the scenery that gives Namibia

Jo Rogge, Night Swimming,

art.

cursory,

and

provoke questions about indigenisation. The

1993, 67 X 49.5cm, etching, sugarlift
aquatint and drypoint

self-imposed 'task' as a

signiflcantly easier to fulfil.

appraisal of the

is

left)

My

and appreciator of the surroundings

questions of identity; an

political

(top

a great challenge to gain insight into

mouth and human eyes

the painting's references to

(above) John Muafangejo, Kuanyama
Wedding, 1972, 50 x 35cm, linocut

was

the artistic climate of a country in such a

On my
by

how

travels through

Namibia

I

was struck

accurate his interpretation of the

scenery really

is.

The

dirt

road across the

we should be

watching and participating with particular
interest.

The Board of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe has appointed
Dr Yvonne Vera to the post of Regional Director of the National

Moyo she

Gallery in Bulawayo. In this interview with Godfrey
shares some of her views concerning the arts

An opening window for Bulawayo
GM: As

ihe

first

woman

have never rejected a painting
YV:
which I did not enjoy. Certain
abstract art has made me laugh,
perhaps some of it was meant to be

director of a national gallery in post-

1

independent Zimbabwe, what are your visions for the task ahead?

YV:

hrint; to

I

my work

as Ihe

funny. Yet.

Regional Director of the National
Gallery in

Bulawayo a curious mind

not a decided one.

I

am

am

happy

as

am
am fascinated by
the letters of Van Gogh and Gauguin
conies to
and Arshile Gorky. When
am also a theorist. 1 enjoy
art history
iewing or discussing Chagall as

\

looking

at Pissarro.

own

when

artists

they are

is

lists

necessary

and

their

own

YV:
1

1

love

— so

have

my

elements

it

and the

poured into liny

shells.

dim effervescent
painting. For

I

it

is

war when voices

and dying.

am

!

love art

when

after

I

gratifying.

look nio a while to understand

.

advantage h\

something pure about agony.

Iry to universalise

experience yet

I

\

isiling

have

I

we

we

are part of

'modern advantage'. This is a
ha\ e made up because 1
it

I

says something about

perception

enjoy the connections within moments.

is

understand because

think

identifies

not an essentialisi therefore

ll

phrase

arc thin
it

Tower,

that

love that

Mhondoro

hate boundaries to

nc\er used a urinal. .'Xndy Warhol

light within the

me,

I

missing

see particular connections?

all

poor harvest and Kczi during Ihe

liberation

I

iHS ^^

adult. Ihe

and the dark liquid

am

Duchamp. perhaps because

dark, with figures of innocence.
in

1

your development inlluence your

in

Do you

^jgl' e^

loves in the art world.

lantern hanging,

Hifl'el

rYV:

any particular work of art?

Van Gogh's The Potato Eaters

with the child

a

on the

inscription lo gralfili

GM: What
partial to

that

to their paint

appreciation of art?

Arc you

I

— w here we ha\e been

and were

we

example

that

are
I

Manhattan, then certain

at.

1

gained
art

know
this

makes

for

modern

sense,

seems even necessary. Monroe, like Chaplin, like Kennedy, are the
conscious erotic of America's consumable art. In these three we
have the photograph, the mo\ ing image, the political. America is
am lascinatcd by its ability lo create popular art w hieh
like that and
i

GM: Do you

10

1

hate to miss the

comprehension of a thing and

something.

brushes.

GM:

in that

will say that

1

in

movement

I

me
I

knowledge and have never functioned in a unally closed space,
there must always be a window open, a keyhole. Knowledge of art
must be approached without prejudice. All art. from an Aztec

voices, such as their letters and laundry

descriptions of art and what

think.

am always aware

I

their

I

learning.

still

total

I

I

it

biographies of

you ask

if

moment what

prefer realism to abstraction?

has depths of self analysis, even
inlellecHialism

l)a\id

I

if it's

only a cheaply packaged

cllcmian llinxes on

illiteracy

and hosts the

makes sense because

Oscars. But this

twentieth-century
they are

mirrors.

all

how you

It is

mimesis

traditional

the

that

mimesis. There

modern

W'lilumt

a

Name

we have

we have

are faced with our reflection in a lake then
is

myth and

a loss of

known

are best

GM:

a

you are a Doctor of Philosophy. What formal

that

do you have

in fine arts'

When we

^^HB9k
Ii^^iSir'"'

"modern

the

fine arts.

spent a

I

in

of time on film

lot

theory and criticism.

I did European
cinema and Japanese film. For a
while whenever I would watch a film

1^^^^^^^
^^^^^^Pgt

^^^^^^Hk
^^^^^^^^

Under the Tongue and
Can you comment?

titles.

making as

studied film and film

1

undergraduate and hold a minor

''"
'

regrettable.

is

it

YV:

a different

as a novelist.

are curious

am aware

1

training

Already, with the

art.

first film,

a natural evolution, a technology to art.

is

disadvantage". This

GM: You

is

play with the mirrors and distort a

central to

is

image on the photograph, with the

first

moving image

Photograph and Tiim are equally new, and

art.

only wanted to discuss elements

Was

in

sound or was

that a diagetic

I

it.

it

What does that do to that
moment in the film? I like to discuss
not'

YV:

1

liver

enjoy phrases and

New York,

about the

Bullets

titles.

Broadway summarises
city.

1

a lot about

perspective and never

can think

way now and I can forget the style in the editing and it has all
become a seamless experience again. 1 enjoy the films of Peter
Greenaway. He is very intellectual and I am captivated and

about that phrase for a long time, the
theatre of

mind.

1

mere

the

it,

possibility of

what makes

that phrase,

have no barriers

understanding

this.

love language so

anything

cities.

always lived

in a city.

'modem

the

advantage".

GM: Having

I

you have watched Woody Allen "s

And

1

would

like to visit

student

adult,

I

have

we have

GM: As
common

1

think a city must have

architecture to begin with.

has a

lot

situated.

is

I

think

city

is

it

language

what

attraction

A
V

does

first city

much

liked very

do you

from

-^^^
-^^^^^^

feel that there is a

The
same

is

celluloid so

medium

the

I

all part

of day. of the same carnival of creation. There

light

tears in

—a

understand words

I

But we are

to craft.

and

not difterent

—

^^^^B

words. This

all

is

Greenaway film reminds us more
vividly of that
and when you work
with tllm you are attentive to images
and this makes for more sensitive
more than clay or

but minus

as a film

these forms of expression

all

novel writing.

a fringe city with all the

amenities of the

I

YV: Writing novels
i

the

city.

In the

is

in the arts?

a great

is

wonderful as

is

sentimentalism.

Bulawayo

House where

advantage to be the second

second

its

own

its

more normal

Greenaway has a new film which I am
see. So I have moved from the harsh

of centenary buildings

including Douslin
gallery

notice

a

the grotesque side of his films but

Books

a multi-disciplinary individual

t^/ff

YV:

I

in

Lagos.

you?

for

— today

watch films

1

have always

the place where, in terms of art.

lived in major cities of the world

Bulawayo hold

to

's

realism of The Bicycle Thief whkh

which have a signature. As an

It is

do not enjoy

making every attempt

Manhattan. Manhattan becomes Manhattan.
cities

1

Belly of an Architect and

1

title,

especially about cities. After

been fascinated by

that.

But

it.

they are courageous. Rrospero

do not miss

1

phrase or a

in a

by

frustrated

to

love

I

linger in the

it

of

tire

all art; this is

the language of

all

use

I

am

able

of the
is

laughter

emotion.

the responsibility of a certain kind of

GM: What

growth and even a certain kind of
exhibitionism and political representation. Bulawayo
that

and

my

best

eternally free, that

is

it

work

in these

content and undisturbed.
its

is

why

surroundings.

pace and sound, those

I
1

am

I

live here

I

and

is
1

a city like

other qualities do you intend to bring to this challenging

post?

have done

have clean mornings

YV: The

that are

talking about the havoc of a big city,

past years

I

have spent

studying developments in African

do not accept or understand.

art,

discussing the construction of images

of Africans and of black identity in

Bulawayo is a city with colour and busy streets but the signature of
Bulawayo is something very thin, something written in the sky. And
when you have lived here, it is a struggle to live anywhere else.
Bulawayo has many subtle motifs and this makes for a certain kind

general.

The landscape here is flat, with thorn bushes and a
low sky, and mopani trees. And there are seasons when we eat from
these mopani trees. The thorn bushes bloom. The ant hills are tall.

degree

of visual

artist.

writing has been praised for

language.

How

YV: This

is

have you achieved

because

1

in

photography.

and profound use of

like to freeze

having an angle

to

my

I

Therefore

like

artists

and

it

that

absorb quite a

lot

of

life that

this is the relationship

photography. Then
space with

its

I

I

Note:

mis-en-scene.

my

doctoral

I

in this field.

am

therefore aware of

It is

miportant to understand

may

be.

And

works of

these are

art,

even

at its

some of the

qualities

ill-

one

local artists.

in its

many

originality

most innocent,

is

influences and the

and

intelligence.

immediate

to

The

me.

look foward to supporting the development of our local

Among Yvonne Vera"s writings are Under llw Tonf(ue. Without a Name, Nchiindu
Don Yon Cane Other Animate all published by Baobab Books, Zimbabwe.
't

can

my

release the

I

for

focused on post-colonial

I

and the incorporation of the gallery space into the community.

and \Vh\

Yvonne Vera

way and

between

me and

and

a subject which has

that

way, with the ground

forming some new firmament,

absorbed

is

which we engage images of the West and how

in the

force of this

can turn the picture completely over

and study

in

focused these

an image

reality;

This

Contemporary African art is unique
balance which emerges out of it has

my

black and white
I

manner

encounters

have a certain

and study the entire frame.

I

detail

this?

sense of detail and this comes from

backgound

its

literature.

theory.

debates and developments
the

GM: Your

have focused on such

I

colonialist construction in film

writing and

image and

it

my background

becomes

in

in

the courtyard

of the National Gallery in

Bulawayo, 1997.

a cinematic

Photographs by llljaTroyanow
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Bulelwa Madekurozwa,
Mother and Child, 1997, 76 x 50cm,
mixed media

(top)

The

exhibition iMitilloJ Young. Gifted, Blacl\

and Female

a

is

showing

o( paintings

most eonsislcnl and

ol /.inihabwe's

recognised young female painters.
their early twenties, both

received recognition

awards

o
12

O

for their

formal training

by two

in the

form of various

work. Both
in

artists

Zimbabwe

early 9()s and each

Still in

have already

emerged

received

during the

as the sole black

graduate from their respective fine-art
courses

at the

Harare Polytechnic. They

could be described as the forerunners
a

among

growing number of young, black, female

artists

for

who

are

engaged

meaning and who

in a

challenge their counterparts
hitherto

personal search

arc prepared to
in

an area

dominated by black men and whites.

(above) Bulelwa Madekurozwa,
Gay Soy (detail), 1997, 76 x 57cm,

mixed media

oreen Sib

hoare

writes abdS||Re
in

Zimoabwean

Bule^ra Made
Emotions
media

Iheir

works are not confined

artists,

to

both are striving to express personal

subjects in intimate yet very different ways.
In fact, despite

outward appearances, on

close pictorial analysis

close
their

is

it

is

remarkable

how

their source of inspiration as well as

deep love of their

craft.

They

are both

art:

Gumbo, Masked

III,

1997, 39 x 74cm, mixed

(above) Tendai Gumbo, Growing
/Was/( (detail), 1997, 121 x 81cm,

women

two

Gumbo

Tendai
(top) Tendai

images traditionally associated with

of

king a signifi3t|it contribution

and setting a precedent

Although

work

mixed media

disarmingly reveal the complementary inside

and outside views of the search for meaning
in the modem African context. The two
artists

have struggled against enormous odds

to arrive at the point

of being regularly

exhibiting artists both in terms of being

minority figures

in this field

and

in

terms of

garnering family support for their chosen

Working exclusively

driven to search beyond the comfortable

careers.

surface of things and feel compelled to

figurative realm the artists use the figure to

record, interpret and express their views of

explore themselves and others as well as

in the

in order to derive a

the often unsettling reality behind the

wider social issues

modem African

deeper understanding of their immediate

world view.

environment. Both tend to work

As

a

them
its

female-owned

gallery,

Mutupo

invited

to exhibit together firstly to reinforce

gender-sensitive position and secondly

because

it

was

felt that their

in

broad

series covering such issues as sexuality,

cultural norms,

human

relationships and the

relationship of the artist to self.

works aptly and

13

Gumbo's

rciidilions dI the lumiaii lljiurc

and

charged. Her choice of universal symbols

her visions are somewhat hesitant,

such as the cross, the mask, flowers and the

impressionistic and exploratory.

guitar give the

Formal l\.

her ligues are fractured and open and their

ga/e requires us
postures and

to loolv into their

a challenging

all

is

emotionally symbolic

same

her images depict the

the artist herself

which she

—

as this

figure

We

most knowledgeable.

is

who

able to relate to the figure

—

the topic on

is

drama of

life.

some

symbols employed often points

disturbing elements in her search

which can have

In

Mother and Child
It is

picture Father

Her delicate

occupied

in a

The mother and her

one time fused with aspects of natural or

away from

landscape forms or various other symbols,

relationship to

womb

which we are not

privy.

way

Perhaps the

undisturbed by our presence and

order to underline the mystery of the

Mask

mask both

Gumbo

series.

uses the African

as a traditionally symbolic artifact

with which she can identify and as the

various explorations. In

The

her society.

in

to

of passage

artifact represents the rites

solitary figure

represents the growth of the artist

outside the

presents

who

growth process

own

her

at

participation.

It

from which her
full

pictures represent her search for this

continued

phenomenon;
in

a search

which

is

the pictures Storyteller -and

Rainmaker in which the powerful female or
mother figure is presented as the
embodiment of the society's secrets and Ihe

which she

if

the artist

the

vacuum

as

It is

looks lo these figures to

pace.

in

could be said that the

custodian of culture.

is

mask going through her own

in this

it

circumstances precluded any

relational

make her
Growing Mask the

chosen vehicle through which

prevalent

artist

relationship, a relationship

own
her

child are turned

the viewer representing a

others encapsulated in the embryonic

onlooking.

In

mother actively

the

complemented by another
and Son in which the father is
game to entertain the small

familiar way.

looks to us

boy.

at

impact on the

a strong

viewer.

figure appears to dance in the world alone, at

and

a strong universal

a closer analysis of the

clutches her child on her side in a very

are

and presents before us some compelling
insights into the

lo

work

However,

figures and
in

and sometimes disturbing way.

Her use of colour
and

eyes and

look into ourselves

in turn to

appeal.

till

carries as her 'modern'

upbringing has circumvented her

One of a

Masked Emotions

four-part series.

brings together the self-portrait stylised to

III

involvement

to the full in these aspects

of

life.

form a mask with arm drawn rigidly across
the

body

window

to allude to a closed form.
is

A

Another topic

perhaps offering some hope or perhaps as a

sexuality.

nude figure
hi

Masked Emotions IV

lighter

and almost

The arm

artist

examines

in several

is

the

human form

as well as the

emotions

evoked by the music. The inclusion of the

show

that the figure feels secure in

traditional African

uban

setting.

In

Time Frame the

time of her

at the

first

such an

take into her adult

time of meeting

rural

artist

questions unanswered to

life.

Her choice of a

frame reinforces the encounter as a

raffia

one and the

ladetl

photograph

underscores the phenomenon as fading away
in

the deeper

self-portait reveals the artist's

of freedom and bodily celebration.

a

nionlh before the old lady's death, the

many

own nude

was

It

with

her

unashamed love of music and her own sense

look place only one

left

reinforces the idea

meeting with her

of cultures and as

was

mask

of vehicles of emotion and Ihe presence of

artist

great-grandmother
it

dimension of time.

A

different kind of sexuality

is

homosexual world
that

lo the

viewer

many Zimbabweans have

coming

homosexual

mainly on Ihe human figure although she

head, reminiscent ol

depict

them

in rather

people and lo

unusual settings. Her

A

subject

difficulty

to lenns with. Ihe artist feels thai

should be expressed as

it

is

is

Gay Boy

llic

He

way and

sports an umbrella in
in Ihe

eyes of the

explorations seek to reveal the subjects

viewer the hood immediately spells

hchind Ihe emotional and physical masks

repulsion, outcast, the accuseil and the

ihal

people wear ami she ajipears lo employ

ihis

lechnique

herself.

engaged

in

order lo beller underslaiid

Her subjects are seemingly people
in various everyday activities and

her privileged encounter

audience

in a

dramatically

language

is

thai

the

w ilh a covered
Klu Klux Clan in

representeil

Ihe I'nited Stales.

rather a vain

it

a very real part

of our society. In the picture

realistic

revealed in

Gay Boy and Heaven in which the artist
attempts to reveal some aspects of the

Madekuro/wa's images likewise dwell
chooses to create

is

of the pictures. In

reaching out and the city symbols perhaps

celebrates a treasured photograph of herself

14

show

the

this issue

Lovers she includes the guitar image to echo

the figure appears

free-floating.

Madekurozwa on

The

using various symbols and she employs the

between the figure and the viewer

barrier

that receives insighltul

explorafion by

situated at close proximity

masked. The man alongside represents

a

Iraclured religious figure with a cross and

could underline the hypocrisy pie\alent

in

such circles towards the homosexual issue.

shared with the
is

immediate.

composed and emotionally

I

lie

work

cnlilk'il

lUnvoi cvplores

the issue

of sexualilv lurthei witii a unilormcd

policeman presented in a state of lialf
undress. Society sometimes has difficulty

in

accepting the fact that figures of authority

human

are as

policeman
artist

and as such

as the rest of us

By

they have a sexual side.

presenting the

of half undress, the

in a state

has allowed us to fantasise about the

person behind the uniform

manner. The ambiguity

is

in

an ambiguous

underscored by

male pin-up idea

the boiTowing of the

featured in the logo of a well-known gay

The use of

club.

to articulate the

scribbled messages serves

unspeakable as well as to

represent the graffiti element that might be

associated with a "pin-up' of this nature.

Tlie Predator, one of a series, presents the
naked monster image here represented as the

The use of colour openly charges

stud.

image with emotion

—

and repulsion. That the figure points
very painful cancer that exists
is

without doubt and the

express

it

stems from

drive to

artist's

her.self

Roses

is

in

alluded to

which

the

to the

our society

in

having been a

The same

victim of such horrendous abuse.
subject

the

the red of anger, pain

Black

in the picture

main figure

pictured

is

sporting an umbrella but this time with a

bunch of black roses
of secateurs

in

one hand and a pair

in the other.

It is

as

if

the black

roses symbolise the black female child that
is

the subject of so

time

in

our

.society.

much male abuse at
The casual way in

this

which the man handles the secateurs
suggests the matter of fact way in which
phallus

is

the source of

Both these

artists

menace

in

the

our midst.

use their talents to look

deeply into humanity and both present to the

world

their findings

which are

at

times

celebratory, at times baffiing or

disappointing, at times deeply challenging

but always compelling.

(top left)Tendai

Gumbo, Growing Mask,

1997,

121 X 81cm, mixed media

(below left)Tendai Gumbo, Masked Emotions
39 X 74cm, mixed media

(top right) Bulelwa

IV,

1997

Madekurozwa, Gay Boy, 1997,

76 X 57cm, mixed media
(below right) Bulelwa Madekurozwa, Heaven, 1997
81 X

54cm, mixed media

Photographs by Barbara Murray
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Looking
from afar:
a collector's

view
Gianni Baiocchi,
who has over
many years

had an interest
in

the evolution

of

contemporary
art in Africa,

provides some
provocative
considerations

16

remember my first trip to Harare in
The lack of animation in this city that
refuted its own African-ness seemed unreal
to me. Having known the chaos of Lagos,
the music of Accra CHighlife" was popular
still

I

1966.

future and thus

During

full

Zimbabwe.

sadness. But

results in cataloguing as 'Shona'

Harare

first visit to

linked

is

subsequently returned

I

Zimbabwe, my last visit being
when the city had already

l^S"-).

the trauma of

UDI and seemed

who

sculptors

away

eclipses

It

valid painters as well as sculptors

working

the feeling of unreality linked to that first

about Nigeria, one would mention only the

remains forever inscribed

in

my

metal.

would be

It

Oshogbo school

as

case of South

or. in the

Venda

Township

African countries with the carelessness of a

sculpture.

maintain that this anomaly

business traveller and can thus perhaps be

result of the

true that

It is

I

often looked

at

first

art

or

is

impression.

in

Zimbabwe and

the

uninformed
and

superficiality of

Western

modern African art,
comprising more than 200 works, began

collectors.

sad to notice that the

with the casual acquisition of a piece by a

contemporary international sculpture (of

collection of

Zimbabwean

artist.

was

It

by

which he

is

During the next 20 years,

in spite

by

numerous

I

trips to

Harare,

did not pay

Zimbabwean

stone sculpture movement.

attention to the art scene in

Zimbabwe, one reason being

a strange kind

Some

indicate that this trend

dominated the market and which

referring to the solo

with suspicion.

I

felt its

Europeans was the

regarded

1

success with

search for an 'authentically'

it

BeiTy Bickle

might seem,

me

as lacking

me

their "authenticity'

and the more recent

continually doubt

evolution, beginning with

my

justify

initial

voyage

in

occasion

I

who had

to

I9S9 was made solely

to

art in the

region and on that

purchased works by Andrew

the

first

Road

London.
Europe,

in

time. This

in that

they were

of the southern
previously been

from Angola.

this.

I

(Zambia) and

1990) and Art/Images in Southern Africa
(Stockholm 1989) and especially the

;

in

990) which took these

out of the

in the

West concerning

modem

from Zimbabwe, a magazine such as

Huggins of Gallery Delta, who introduced
me to the daughter of Canon Paterson. She

art

Gallery

is

show me the
watercolours by some of the Cyrene

towards

filling the gap.

to

artists

"Shona" context. In this situation of scarce

knowledge

received great help from Derek

Mukomberanwa and

Contemporary African
Changing Tradition (New York

Munyaradzi

1

Livingstone Banda (Malawi). During this

presence of

recall the

Zimbabwean artists in the exhibitions
entitled Art From the Frontline (London

Artists

Mweemba

was kind enough

On

scepticism.

Mukundwi. George Nene, John Takawira.

I

to

am

Africans: Bester. Kentridge. Siopsis, and Ole

participation of Gutsa.

visit

the

artists

Cherekwa. Philliiiion Chipiro. Tapfuma
Gutsa. Marvelous Mangena. Shalton
Patrick

I

recognised internationally, such as the South

acquaint myself with the development of

contemporary

was

opportunity was significant

Preceding

My

exhibition

Berry Bickle had already shown

African region

Tapfuma Gutsa.

towards ever more diverse forms, seems

in the

the Delfina Studio Trust in

at

shown with other

an enthusiastic response from Africans.

This fact has made

held

but for Beaton this

these works were highly esteemed by the

Western public while striking

changing.

and the presence of Keston Beaton and

by a

modern African

form. Inconsistent though

is

shows of Helen Lieros
London and Tapfuma Gut.sa in New York,

in

result of their longing

for e.Koticism. conveniently hidden

seem

recent and significant events

of rejection of the stone sculpture that

art

overshadowed

quite often

is

concerning Gutsa's position within

that

the

to

certainly an important

representative)

of

critics

on Gutsa's contribution

discour.se

a large canvas

It is

Marshall Baron. Uiitilled. dated 1966.

much

the

encounter between able and

well-meaning promoters of the 'Shona' myth

accused of being superficial.

my

I

in

talking

if.

Africa, only

My

making an important contribution

students which she guarded with great care.

Regarding contacts between modern African

She made

art

and

far

between apart from one or two

a considerable sacrifice

presenting

me

in

with three paintings executed

during the 1940s by Zebedee C. Chikowore.
S.

Dube and

Wiltshire

always be grateful for
introduced to

(bottom) Patrick Mweemba,
Shortages, 1988, linocut

are conceptually miles

from the canons of McEwen.

It

even those

wood and

justly

on canvas

art in

decidedly vivacious and pleasant. However,

Nevertheless, that was

oil

movement

development of modern

memory.

172 X 124cm,

fully

to sensations of emptiness, melancholy,

visit

(top) Marshall Baron, Untitled, 1966,

became

represented an obstacle to the

overcome

calabash

I

with the stone sculpture

of that

to

exaggerated identification

that the

memory

111

Chop

tup of 1989.

that

convinced

then) and the sophistication of Nairobi, the

frequently to

(opposite page) Tapfuma Gutsa,
Suey, 91 X 50 X 40cm, stone and

become a public testimony
modern art in the country.

the evolution of

was

Canon

Fambayo.
this gift.

Paterson's

I

I

will

was

also

widow and

able to admire in her house several

interesting paintings

mission.

I

hope they

National Gallery of

by students of the
will

be acquired by the

Zimbabwe

in the

near

Italy,

where

I

live,

they were few and

participants at the Venice Biennale.

Recently, however, there has been a

concentrated focus by one of the principal
art

spaces

in

Rome

— Sala — under
I

able direction of an American,

Schroth. Sala

Rome

I

the

Mary Angela

was responsible for the
Contemporary

exhibition Affinities

—

South African Art. co-organised by Sally

i

y

Arnold tor Ihc Venice liicnnalc

seconded by people who have seen

1993,

in

which both press and public met with great

The

interest.

27

artists

I

exhibition presented works by

from South Africa (among them

Chipiro and purchasing an acrylic on canvas.
I

like

but strangely

it

Bester. Kentridge. Koloane, Payne, Sebidi,

interest

Hlungwane and

a small sculpture

Kriel) and

was followed by

Alricana (January 1996| a project by Sala

whom

I

Hassan, Bertina Lopes from Mozambique,

I

Theo

El Anatsui from Ghana, the Ethiopian

Eshetu and others. The space will continue
lirst

Trigo Piula.

one person show

who was

in

part of the

exhibition Africa Explores. Sala

visitors.

met

I

at

does not excite the

it

One of my

favourites

is

by Livingstone Banda

the Viikutu Art Foundation.

Sala

1

filled

interested in African artists;

my

important because

it

Neo Matome

(Botswana). Stepen Kappata (Zambia) and

Camp

opinion, this

Henry

abstract canvases of

Jogee, Helen Lieros,

plans

I

includes major contemporary artists from

o\er the world. In

by the landscapes of Thomas

Tayali (Zambia), by the works of Rashid

Keston Beaton as well as works by artists
from the older generation. The absence of

programme

its

is weak
Gaps should be

collection

New York

not solely

is

my

that

Mukarobgwa, by

person shows with Sokari Douglas
El Anatsui.

must admit

regarding central Atrica.

Europe by

other exhibits with South Africa and one

and

of

works by the Sudanese Fathi

that included

with the

work.

his

also had the pleasure of meeting Phillimon

the latter

all

modem

is

contrasts with the

certainly a

is

inhibits a clear

major deficiency.

It

view of the evolution of

art in this part

of Africa, and,

in

my

opinion, severs the thread linking the

ghettoisation of the Africans in galleries and

landscapes of a Cyrene student such as John

museums

Balopi to those of Robert Paul and

specialising in African

art.

Thomas

Shalton Mkundwi, African Science,
1986, 40 X 31cm, lithograph

Mukarobgwa.
Broadly speaking,

it

seems there

is

scant

European
Shona and Makonde sculptures

me

It

contributions to

or in

Oshogbo orTingatinga
seems rather

attention

popular
artists

to

paintings.

The

be directed towards

such as sign paintings and those

art

who have developed

considerable interest

in artists

(Sudan), the

first

whom

African to participate

Marshall Baron. Rashid

to be the constant theme
Zimbabwe. Limiting the

notes the presence of

human

landscape

itself.

This asserts,

sense, the superiority of

African symbiosis between

An example

1994 and

Regarding
exposure

artists

Irom Zmibabwe. then

who have had
collection find

occasion to

my

visit

Hanging Trees over

Halcliffe

by Andrew Chekerwa and African Science
by Shalton
latter

found

Mkundwi most

it

reminiscent of Goya.

I

have had no
I

if

he had stopped painting.

he has great talent and

I

believe

my judgement

is

my

collection,

first

may

a small

Cyrene student,

Dube, which,

scene with a

trees

in a village

and houses, depicts a crocodile

S.

river,

killing

(left)

Andrew Chekerwa, Hanging

Trees over Hatcliffe. 1988, 60 x 90cm,
oil

on board

man. Apart from the didactic or narrative
is.

in the

(right)

desperate cry of the boy escaping in horror,

news lor some lime from Chekerwa whom
met at the BAT Workshop. It would pain me
greatly

in

intention of the artist, (here

interesting, the

nature.

untitled watercolour by a

a

admired by Achille Bonito Oliva who

nature and

man and

he iiiciuioiicU. But consider

very limited. People

a certain

of this breakaway trend, a work

by Phillimon Chipiro

I99.'S.

in Italy is

in a

represents a breakaway from the ancient

modern

through two conferences

in

man over

towards a broader comprehension of African

in

beings

prominent position with respect to the

a considerable contribution

art in Italy

in

analysis to indigenous artists, one frequently

in

reside in Italy. Art historians

made

(

Landscape seems

Dele Jegede and Olu Oguibe. both
Nigerians,

art are in

a localised variant of Abstract

the painting of

1988. and Sally Arnold (South Africa),

both of

Zimbabwe's major

modem African

is

of notable

the 'Aperto' section of the Venice Biennale
Ml

that

the fields of landscape, social realism and in

Expressionism

format like Fathi Hassan

intellectual

to

Jogee and other painters from Bulawayo).

in that vein, for

example, Cheri Samba. There

o

seems

interest in Italy (contrary to other

countries) in

an appeal lor the taming of nature and for
putting

it

to the service

discourse begun by

of man. This

Dubc

in the I94()s is

driven to extremities by Chipiro

in

1

988

with his representation of an idyllic modern

Phillimon Chipiro,

unknown), 1988, 57

x

(title

86cm, acrylic

A

farm.

different perspective

Marvelous Mangena
this

case there

labour, but the

of the work and

title

where

my

seem

to

the ancestors

man

is

also present in his

dimension. The work brings to

the garden of Eden, originally
later physically lost but

through the

spirit

—

to

—

reign

God's

gift to

regained

which we

the exception.

is

an

that, in time,

artist

I

may

should include

artists that

represent an

initial

in

my

personal opinion, the main
lies in

an

unconscious fear of discovering the
of one's

own world of certainities

contact with the "other'

is

fragility

if full

established.

art into its

specification (Western. Aboriginal. Asiastic,

new

The slow process of constructing

a

transnational and transcultural

by the boat gliding over the waters of the

civilisation will bring forth a

magic

the fruit of a synthesis of a

lake.

However,

universe, and eliminating the need for

African).

are ferried

relegate great African art to the

still

reason for the negation

at

evolutionary process of world

in the

thereby integrating African

specialised field

darkness of ethnographic museums.

same time provide an inspiration to those
coming after. Each artist comes to occupy a
art.

motivated by the

own

who

It is

break from the experience of the past and

intellectual disdain, or

desire to protect one's

of knowledge. This applies as well to those

opinion that an exemplary collection

niche

continuum of a Dante-esque

harmony

their origins but this

again, the negation could be the result of

separated

the

are able to rest in

paradise where peace and

man.

We

spirits.

in a certain sense,

reach a universal artistic expression.

its

to other important

bom

peace. Therefore

the

country and are.

maintain as well

find ourselves in a place

spiritual

directly enter the artistic history of another

as well as the fruit of his

presences: those of the

mind

In

from

atmosphere lead us

or those not yet

offered by

is

Magic Luke.

a marginal physical

is

man

presence of

in his

new

art that is

myriad of diverse

experiences.

Rega'rding the social realism in vogue

Those believing

during the early days of the Mzilikazi Art

only the Western

and Craft Centre of Bulawayo,

aiTOgant privilege of predicting the future

is

it

important to underline the fact that the Zee
Riots Series

was

the

1962) by Justin Mtungwazi

(

first

explicit depiction of protest, in

in reality inscmtable.

is

changes brought

to consider the

Greco-Roman

art

by the

The works of the Mozambican

come

consequent effects on the whole course of

and South African
later.

It is

in

southern

Africa as a whole that the socio-political

theme makes

its

modem African

I

believe that this

is

modem

Western

art,

or the developments in

my

with the music of Africa. In

an

of

a

art as

vision

movement progressing

important point, yet the contribution of

towards

this specific melting-pot,

Mtungwazi remains
unknown.

there

no place for those

Justin

ti

Western music after coming into contact

entrance in the field of
art.

practically

is

critics

and curators (or

artists,

artistic

expressions), either African or

Western, which

Regarding the links between various

would

generations,

I

exchange of

letters

artist-critic

this

like to refer to

preserve their

in

artists

He goes on

contemporary African

to assert

artists are

in

to

within themselves what they
see as the contaminating eft'ects

of the current generation

and their predecessors.

— order
black or
— negate

own

white tribalism

with an authoritative

correspondence denies a continuity

between the
that

an

from Africa. The participant

now

of comprehending and leaming

from the

By

'other'.

this

negation they jeopardise growth.

referring directly to Western artistic sources

without the mediation represented by the

Behind

works of the older

preservationism

do not
which if correct would

artists in Africa.

agree with this thesis

I

of the negation

sometimes

contemporary African an and would

to

legitimise the sporadic mention of African

the

of art.

I

do not find

reading to be accurate. There are

undoubtedly examples of

artists

who

this

debatable

this

imply the negation of a history of

artists in the history

Marvelous Mangena, Magic
oil on board

Lake, 1988, 30 x 59cm,

It

revolutionary influence of African art on the

works of Braque and Picasso and the

after this

—

sensibility of the

Malangatana and the South African Duniile
Resistance Art even

(left)

the

Dube, (title unknown), 1949,
28 X 20 cm, pastel on paper
(right) S.

Barbarians or more recently, the

confrontation with power, by an African
painter.

enough

art will reflect

hegemony have

something which
is

such

that

I

in

suspect the cause
question

lies in a

perverted attempt

maintain the status quo

Western intelligentsia

— of which

is

the

main

beneficiary with derivative advantages going

only to those African
strictly

with

Westem

artists that

comply
Then

expectations.

(below) Keston Beaton, Harp, 1997,
68 X 63 X 1 1 cm, found objects
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To enter Venice one must cross
and a

a bridge. This

mind, for one arrives

shift in the

is

both a physical act

in a place like

no

other: a

place of magic and paradox where the unexpected rules.

jamboree that Venice hosts every two years
a site

where

enmeshed.

art

and

is

The

art

as singular as the city,

politics are constantly if not transparently

modern Biennale

that emerged in 1948 as a
showplace for the cultural values of the democratic West prizes are
awarded to individuals but no-one forgets that they represent this or
In the

that nation or ideology.

Early

in the

twentieth century,

when Powers were Big and

hierarchies were clear, the art-producing nations of Europe

constructed pavilions in the Giardini, the public gardens where the

core of the Biennale

Now

situated.

is

there are so

many new

countries that space has run out in the Giardini and, improbably,

temporary national precincts have sprung up throughout the

city.

This year, as usual, the national pavilions presented a cacophony of
voices,

competing for

who won
casts,

Rachel Whiteread,
two years ago and works exclusively with

prizes, prestige, publicity.

the Turner Prize

Among

occupied the British pavilion.

authoritative

works were the well-known

her elegant, quietly

plaster mattress, a resin

bath, a cast of the negative space beneath a table

new

piece. Untitled (Paperbacks).

filled a

room of

the pavilion,

for the Holocaust

memorial

it

in

is

A

and

chair,

with a

white plaster library, which

closely related to her

commission

Vienna. Because of Whiteread's

exhibition the British were widely tipped for the "Best pavilion' but,
regrettably, this

went

to the

French for Fabrice Hybert's confection

of electronic media ran wild. His show changed daily but the impact

was

lost as

no-one understood

it.

Against French chaos stood the cool wit and political satire of the

Spanish poet and

artist

Joan Brossa.

He showed an

array of objects

which, like Pais (Country), punned between word and image. His
installation,

Vil. was a table formally laid for dinner where
was replaced by a garotte, until 1974 the Spanish

Garotte

the diner's chair

medium of judicial
filled

execution.

The

earthiest pavilion

was Belgium's,

with very large, lumpish 'presences' of ambiguous identity by

Thierry de Cordier. Landscape-with-the-fat-belly. in "wood. iron,
polyester, plaster, textile, earth, ashes, pigment, egg-n-hite.

Indian

ink. urine, pear,

grass

..."

was imposing,

an inexplicable identity between the

oil.

urgent, eloquent of

human presence and

the

The curious power of de Cordier's work confounded
superficiality of the high-tech electronic media displays that
landscape.

the

dominated too many spaces.
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page) Rachel Whiteread, Untitled (Paperbacks), 1997,
installation, plaster and steel detail showing cast
elements in the artist's studio
(full

room

(left)

Rodney Graham, Vexation

(right)

Joan Brossa,

Pais,

1

Island, 1997,

986/88, 36 x

23cm

$

\

Video

21

The oddest pavilion? Canada's (not lor the tlrst time). The sole
exhibit was Rodney Graham's video. Viwiilion Ishiinl. vvhieh
provided a niee opportunity to sit down. The video, which was hke

exhibition ol earl\ v\ork by

a niar\eIlousiy scenic travelogue, mysteriously involved a beach, a

the rear ends of fibre-glass cows.

man
a

The

eighteenth-century costume and an observant parrot.

in

had

dullest

be the Austrian pavilion which was entirely

to

filled

v\

Viennese

literary a\

We

tomes.

...

ant-garde of the 193()s. hugely important for

which prescnlcd obscene videos

Guggenheim

unknown

in F.urope,

I

new

won

everyone's vote for most politically correct

pavilion, with a solo exhibition by Robert Colescott.

exactly a household

name

He

is

but he does happen to be black.

a splendidly

who

is

typography.

now supported by

a "Fund".

Who

cacophony saying? Were we
to

And

remit? To support

its

art at the

margins, which include South America. Hungary. Slovenia. South

— worthy causes

and

all,

let

Palazzo Grassi.

it

What was

we were

returned

this great

to succumb to laziness and assign it all
post-modem fragmentation or would a rationalisation emerge? As
happened, two excellent shows presented opposed perceptions of

art in

recent history, establishing a dialectic to structure the '97

Biennale.

funds the Fund?

Well, the Rockefellers and so on, with the extremely p.c. National
for the Arts.

in the vast

to the central business of the Biennale.

not

of issues us nice, histoiy, sex, power, and standards of beauty ..."
More to the point, perhaps is that the U.S. pavilion, hitherto financed

Africa

was

Cubism and. later, jazzwhose pulsating colour is structured by

The

catalogue noted that his work explores "such explosive combinations

Endowment

viewed through

the Palazzo Venier dei

didn't.)

States

state, is

at

excluded by our obsession with

Matisse, to devise an American form of

the weight of free literature streamed out with

to be

Collection,

inspired abstract paintings

to help ourselves to copies; people already

of Bosnia, to an

Abstract Expressionism. Davis learnt troni Picasso. Leger and

Across the Grand Canal

by the

However,

were exhorted
(No.

The United

museum

exuberant showing of the American painter. Stuart Davis,
virtually

show

Kieler. through a very thin

and actions but not visually gripping when rendered as

bowed under
freebies

installation

Anselm

to a pulali\ e national

Leoni. a.k.a. the Peggy
ith

mass of extremely heavy books about the Wiener Gruppe. the

their events

of pieces donateil

In the Palazzo Grassi was Flemish and Dutch Painting from Van
Gogh. Ensor. Magritte, Mondrian to Contemporary Artists, arranged

by the veteran curators Rudi Fuchs and Jan Hoet (from Amsterdam

and Ghent respectively). Proposing, unexceptionally.

no-one mutter "colonial

imperialism".

historically

that

an

is

an

determined social product, they illuminatingly

juxtaposed the sobriety of the Northern Netherlands with the fantasy

From
city,

the fixed points of the Giardini to the imponderables of the

where history repeated

itself.

Around 1300

a

group of

Dalmatian traders commissioned Vittorio Carpaccio
little

to decorate their

headquarters, thus initiating perhaps the most delightful cycle

of narrative painting in Venice. Nearly 500 years later the states

urung from what was once Yugoslavia were

installed in various less

of Flanders: Holland against Belgium: realism against

Symbolism. Van Gogh against Ensor; Mondrian and de Stijl against
Surrealism. Delvaux and Magritte; cool geometries against
impassioned gestures. With many detours, subtleties and. not

numerous

artists totally

unknown

us,

throw from the Dalmatians. Croatia occupied the upper part of the

most heavily. They draw

Scuola

twentieth centuries as periods

art at the

a parallel

international

(Mannerism and Cubism) were widely adopted

around the space, creating great drama with neat economy.

practice, inflected

Venice) where

in yet

models

for

lies then, in

our reading of

history, rather than in a political centre.

another dark, sauna-like space, stood

several planters containing adolescent vegetables, each beneath a
light to

models

as

and fieshed out by "idiomatic preferences and

notions of local cininuler". Authority

itself in

encourage growth, each with a watering system. Bottles of

It is

to the Giardini that

we must

return for the response in the

construction of the dialectic. In the sprawling Italian pavilion which

water were being given away, with slings to carry them: another

doubles as a general exhibition space, the Biennale's curator.

much

Germano

prized freebie. (No.) Nothing very outrageous here; there are.

alter all. plenty of green artists

and Beuys him.self was the great

originating planter of oak trees.

vegetables were nourishing

art
lies

between the sixteenth and

when

projection showing stars, planets, eclipses, which swept dizzyingly

Credulity failed totally on reaching Slovenia (geography rewrites

least,

Fuchs and Hoet

margins, where the burden of 'intluence'

and especially

Santa Apollonia, blacked out for a continuous video

most of

underlined the necessity of history to an understanding of today's

aesthetically elevated but equally individuated premises a stone's

di

to

What was

astonishing was that the

— and presumably keeping

their

minder

Celant history

is

title

last

30 years

Future, Present, Past. For

irrelevant since art exists in "o state

of perpetual

change, broken up by the irreducible difference between one artist

and

healthy.

Celant. presented a masterful overview of the

of cutting-edge production, with the

another, one

work and another". History and geography

are

collapsed into a continuous present and a notional international

The most enticing extensions of
historical exhibitions.

the Biennale into the city

Tony Cragg, Secretions, 1996/97,
245 X 65 X 210 cm: 165 x 240 cm

(right)

(opposite page) Agnes Martin, Untitled,
1974, 182.9 X 182.9 cm
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were

Lesser manifestations ranged from a splendid

location.

new

Consequently

all

participating artists

were asked

to pro\ ide

or at least very recent work. Despite Celant's problematic

perception of history, the exhibition

was almost uniformly

windows of parked cars with a stem of red-hot poker, a surreal
fantasy which chimed with the occasional nihilistic impulse in
us. A mixed bag this exhibition, but it fulfilled one purpose of
Biennale. to show us ourselves as we are today, imperfectly

fresh,

exciting and coherent.

I

could have done without Dine and Artschwager. both over-

exposed; America was well represented by Lichtenstein and Brice

Marden.

We

were

latest

comprehended, and as we may be tomorrow, which we cannot know.

As so

igloo of glass and

Rebecca Horn's fearsome, swivelling

great ectoplasmic fantasies

the

steel rods;

Califomian conceptualist. John Baldessari,

who

often in

is

marks

Future, Present, Past extended to the Cordiere, the superb and

It

contained predictably

you

insist

Ed Ruscha

little

a rare site-specific installation

two huge white

inflated balls

who

artist

prominent space

These

was

their location in Venice,

discretion

— of

its

physical

water and of an underlying order that

qualities

were

performance which took place

brutally,

in a

we

call

shockingly contested by a

dark basement immediately below

Martin's exhibition.

kitsch by

Koons

Celant assigned

if

(there always

by Maurizio Michetti

between the

way

installation are the

pillars that

is);

who crammed
mark out

the

building's bays; a continuous performance arranged by the Italian

Vanessa Beecroft

American

in a

painting or conventional

on painting." Video, photography and

was

now

— with such

air, light,

civilisation.

young

darkly proclaimed, "Trouble your

preferred media today. There

veteran

group of works

just visible. Their 'meaning'

properties,

regularly houses that section of the Biennale devoted to

The

fortuitous.

a small

horizontal stripes, painted in intense but hazy high colour, the discreet

where they spoke

no remedy."

cavernous building where once rope was made and which

the climax of Celant's exhibition and, indeed, of

near the beginning of Future. Present. Past. Each image consisted of

perhaps presciently

announced, beneath an image of a worn scrubbing-brush, "There

sculpture; as

art,

whole Biennale was

Agnes Martin showed

by Tony Cragg; delicious abstract

paintings by Gerhard Richter; elegant laser prints by the veteran

artists.

of

the

led past teasing optical illusions, crazy flying

machines (Panamarenko); Mario Merz's
slate fragments;

all

orchestrated a clutch of models to saunter

around wearing nothing much (the boys loved

it).

Ilya

and Emilia

Kabakov contributed We Were in Kyoto, a walkway constantly
showered with silk almond blossom and the little circles of paper
made by hole-punchers. Much of this fell into a central void

space lo the Serbian performance

artist,

Martina

to accept her as

an

She sat, dressed in white overalls, amid a
great stinking heap of cows' bones, endlessly scraping flesh from
official representative.

bone, her clothes soaked and blood-stained. Beside her a video

recounted a Serbian folk
slaughters

all its

fellows.

tale

about the breeding of a king

Both

artists

rat that

were rewarded with a Golden

Lion, the Biennale 's greatest prize. Neither required the presence of
the other, yet nothing could have
culture, duration

and

more

forcefully underlined the

intellectual depth of

which Martin's painting

speaks than Abraniovic's intimations of monstrous, nameless

man with a broom. Sam Taylor-Wood, one
much exported Britpack, whose best-known member is. of
course, Damien Hirst, won a prize for a video of herself having a

bestiality

very long row with a male pailner in a restaurant. Vastly more

that art

occupied by a very cross

this

Abramovic, when the Serbian government refused

and degradation.

of the

entertaining and less like soap opera
artist, Pipilotti Rist,

was another video by

a

featuring herself joyously smashing the

Swiss

It is

for such

moments,

for the imponderable, insoluble confrontations

produces between transcendence and

evil, history

contemporaneity, the credible and the mind-stopping, that
the bridge to Venice

and know ourselves privileged

to

do

and

we
so.

cross

oo

Roy Guthrie

of

Chapungu

Sculpture Park pays tribute
to

one

of

Zimbabwe's

most-loved stone sculptors

Bernard Takawiral
The

recent untimely death of Bernard Takawira

marks

a

deep and

community of Zimbabwe and for collectors and
promoters of Zimbabwean sculpture throughout the world. Within
Zimbabwe he exerted a great presence, acknow ledged for his
sad loss tor the

art

sculptural talent and admired by

all

for the qualities of kindness,

humour, steadfastness, humility and love of his fellow human
beings. Although many international collectors and promoters did
not

know him

personally, they deeply respected his works and the

strong but simple truths inherent

At his funeral held on his farm

from

all

in

them.

Bromley, mourners gathered

in

over Zimbabwe, many coming from his church groups as

far afield as

knew him

Kariba and Beitbridge. For the

as a sculpti>r tlrst

it

was moving

inlfuence as a preacher and evangelist.

commitment and dynamic

This was depicted

life.

community who

Many spoke

of his

was proud of his
purpose and meaning it brought

testimony. Bernard

conversion to Christianity and the
to his

art

to witness his great

in

many

sculptures in a deeply

personal way: Lnnkiiif; to ihf Other Side reflects on a

approaching the end of

life

man

but reconciled to a future spiritual

Higher Levels expresses the need for

existence. Striving for

a

Christian to avoid complacency and continually strive for greater
heights.

and bad

The Inevitable Two
in

in

Every

Man

reflects

upon

good

the

e\ery person and the need to acknowledge, but control,

on

the evil while building

the good.

Bernard, however,

came from

and often revealed

his love for the values inherent in this culture:

a deeply traditional

Shona family

The Timekeeper. Hold Tight That Which Yoii Are Given. Patience
Has Wings and The Madness of the Old Lady Started in the
all reflect on traditional Shona myths and values. For
was no anomaly to embrace the Christian faith while

Playground
Bernard
still

it

paying tribute to the wisdom and depth of his

own

culture.

The sculptures mentioned abo\c arc only a small part of a startling
body of work created by Bernard during the last 20 years. Many of
them are amongst the largest and finest ever created in Zimbabw e.
do no know whether he specificall\ intended to lea\e such a great
1

sculptural heritage lor his counlr\ but this

is

indeed what he has

done. Thankfully, through the permanent collections of the

Chapungu Sculpture Park. iiian\ of these
Zimbabwe. We have lost a monumental
Zimbabwean art who can never be replaced and whose

National Gallery and

works

still

figure in

example of

remain

in

originality. creati\

il\

and deep expression

v\ ill

conlMUic

to inspire others.

On

a personal note,

my

life

has been

much

enriched by having

worked w ith Bernard Takaw ira for so man> years, and by the long
hours spent iliscussing his work and the purpose and meaning of
art.

I

admired him lor

his dedication to sculpture, for establishing

and maintaining a sculptural identity uniquely his own and for the
tlireclness. strength

and

sculptural excellence
as the .Shona say

—

integrity of his

was

'a

a

work. Yet behind his

humble and warm man. Miiiihn

complete person'.

i

liaiye

(left)

Bernard Takawira,

See More

-

Talk Less,

1

995
Gallery Delta

will hold an exhibition of sculpture

and graphics

(below) Bernard Takawira,

by master draughtsman Arthur

The Power of Humility, 1 984

October. This will be followed by a show of paintings by

Azevedo

in

September/

Robert Paul which were

recently rescued from a storeroom of
and which have never been exhibited
before. A textiles and ceramics exhibition including work by
Babette Fitzgerald and Sue McCormick will be on show in
the National Gallery

November and

Summer

the annual

together works by

many

Mutupo: The Totem Gallery
the

comer of

Fife

Exhibition which brings

of Delta's

artists

moved

has

Avenue and Seventh

to

Street.

images by All Keller, a German living
during October followed by

follows in December.

in

new premises

at

Minimalist

Senegal, will be on

Through Each Other's Eyes,

an

Australian/Zimbabwean collaboration on paintings, graphics and

December

sculpture.

will feature

an exhibition of

wood

sculptures from West Nicholson.

The National Gallery

in

hosting the opening of the

Bulawayo

will for the first time

1997 Heritage Exhibition

be

in

November. Bulawayo has long been
of Zimbabwe's more radical

the city from which many
emanated including Marshall

artists

Baron, Josephine O' Farrell, Voti Thebe. Berry Bickle, Stephen
Williams, Rashid Jogee and others. The Bulawayo Gallery

housed

is

one of the outstanding buildings of Zimbabwe, has an
active programme and now a new enthusiastic Director. We
look forward to great things in Bulawayo.
In

in

November

The

MBCA

the

National Gallery

Decade

of

in

Harare

will

be holding

Award Winners Zimbabwe

Heritage 1986 - 1996 Exhibition. This show will display
new work by the 125 artists who have won major awards for
painting, sculpture, textiles or ceramics in the annual exhibitions

over the ten-year span and will be a showcase of Zimbabwe's
visual arts talent. All our major artists have been

working

towards

Gerry Dixon,

this exhibition; a

stunning white nude by

Sue McCormick, a triptych by Henry
Thompson, sculpture by Tapfuma Gutsa and an installation
innovative pottery by

by Berry Bickle will be among the work on view. The
exhibition coincides with the 40th anniversary of the National

Gallery and

is

being generously sponsored (including a

comprehensive

by the Merchant Bank of

illustrated catalogue)

Central Africa which

is

also celebrating

its

40th year.

The National Gallery of Namibia is this year celebrating its
50th anniversary! They will be marking this milestone with a
large exhibition entitled

selection of

works from

Made
their

in

Namibia comprising

recently published a history of art in
a forthcoming issue) and run a full

exhibitions which
the anniversary

we

show

(to

be reviewed

in

Following

be a commemorative exhibition of

work by John Muafangejo (1943

Good news

Namibia

and exciting programme of

will include in these listings.
will

a

permanent collection. They have

-

1987).

for cafe/bar/book/jazz addicts!

Grassroots

Bookshop has opened The Book Cafe alongside their new
bookshop upstairs at Fife Avenue shopping centre. Have a glass
of wine or a cappuchino, listen to some of Harare's coolest jazz,
buy one of Yvonne Vera's novels or another copy of Gallery
magazine

as a gift for

someone.

Alliance Franqaise now has up-to-date French magazines for
public reading in their library including a few arts journals.

They also have the collections of the Louvre and Musee
D'Orsay available on CD-ROM for public viewing.

The

British Council have a growing selection of

including

Andrew Graham Dixon's

British Art

television series

art

videos

The Story of

and video interviews with young British sculptors.

^O

